Implications of seizure termination location in temporal lobe epilepsy.
Where propagating symptomatic seizures terminate has not been studied, but might provide insight into mechanisms of seizure termination as well as localization of epileptogenic tissue. We investigated location of seizure termination in 50 refractory temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients who had intracranial EEG recording of spontaneous seizures and subsequent temporal lobe resection with > 1-year follow-up. Only seizures that had onset in the resected temporal lobe were included. Location of the electrical termination for each seizure in each patient was categorized as diffuse, localized to the onset location, or localized elsewhere. The proportion of all seizures in each patient in each category was analyzed with respect to the outcome of surgery. Outcome was classified as seizure-free or persistent seizures. Diffuse seizure termination was noted equally frequently in both outcome groups. However, the 27 patients without seizures postoperatively had a significantly greater proportion of seizures with termination in the onset location (67%) than did the 23 patients with persistent seizures (36%, p < 0.01). The seizure-free patients also had a significantly lower proportion of seizures with localized termination elsewhere than the onset site (13%) than did patients with persistent seizures (45%, p < 0.005). Localization of the site of termination of seizures of focal origin to cortical regions other than the onset is associated with a poorer surgical prognosis. This observation raises the possibility of additional abnormal epileptogenic cortical regions with impaired seizure-terminating capabilities.